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Within recent years, there heis been evidence of an increasing interest
on the part of agencies to have local citizens participate in social planning
at the community level* To secure this cooperation several stx*uotural forms
have been used. One of these structural forms has been the neighborhood
council or similar geographical area planning council. These neighborhood
or area councils are referred to as community councils.
The author became interested in membership and participation in com¬
munity councils through a six month field work experience with the Welfare
Council of Metropolitan Chicago, formerly known as the Council of Social
Agencies, in the Area Welfare Planning Department. Through this experience,
the observation was made that membership and participation posed a rather
general problem in community councils, and one with which several councils
had requested J»lp. The author felt that a study of this phase of council
operations might prove useful in suggesting possible ways of strengthening
membership and participation.
There was the feeling among staff members in the department that a
representative membership and active pai*tioipation were in direct relation¬
ship to the effectiveness of community councils in molding community soli¬
darity and in creating an awareness of community needs, and resources
through which they might be met.
Purpose of Study
The purposes of this study were to determine the extent to which
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oommunlty oounolls were representative of the oomaunltles which they 8ez*ved}
to ascertain differences in pairtioipation; to determine whether or not there
was any relationship between the degi*ee of participation and occupational
identification*
Community areas were representative of different racial and nationality
groups, and of different agencies, institutions and organisations. This
study should indicate whether or not membership in oommunll^ councils in¬
cluded representation from these various se^ents that were found in the
total oommunity.
It was also desired to ascertain types of agencies. Institutions,
organizations, and occupations represented by individuals that were members
of oommunlty councils, and which participated most actively. There was a
feeling that some relationship existed between participation and official
delegate representation; also that organizational representation proved
a more effective basis for membership.
Further, this study ^ould offer clues as to where work was needed
in the interpx*etation of oommunity councils, and its relation to participa¬
tion.
Scope and Limitations
This study was confined to membership in nine of the eleven community
councils affiliated with the Association of Community Councils, and having
direct relationship with the Area Welfare Planning Department of the Welfare
Counoil of Metropolitan Chicago. It included attendance at meetings for
the calendar year 1949 only. Attendance at two meetings constituted member¬
ship. The study was limited to membership and participation in oommunity
councils* The author felt that a detailed study of one phase of council
3
operations such as this study of membership might prove to he of more value
than a study of several or all phases* There -was also the feeling that a
study of membership might lend itself more to a soientifie analysis than
other less measurahle aspeots in the area of oommuni-ty organization*
Methods of Procedure
Me-thods of procedure utilized in this study weret (l) A study of
council attendance and other available records to discover types of agencies,
organizations, instl-butions and individuals having membership in community
councils, and the degree of pairbicipation; (2) Interviews -with selected
individuals in each council to give additional information not ascertainable
through a study of the ooxincll records; (S) Literature in the field of
community organization was read as background for the study.
Definition of Terms
To clarify this presentation, the author deemed it necessary -to define
terms, in order -to clarify the differences between Councils of Social
Agencies and communi-by or neighborhood councils as discussed in this study.
Councils of Social Agencies are generally considered to be oity>^ide
in their scope and are organized for the purpose of coordinating the ser¬
vices and centralizing the planning of agencies in the fields of family and
child welfare, and in health, recreation and oomrauni-by organization.^
Actually, the practices in social work have tended to utilize the
coordinating principle through various sectional organizations in largo
Wayne MoMillen,
1946), p. 321.
Communj-by Organization for Social Welfare (Chicago,
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cities, known as neighborhood or community oo\mciIs.^
References to a community or neighborhood council will be made in light
of the following definitiont
A neighborhood council might be defined as a “grass roots’*
organization of people living in and/or working in a natural
geographical subdivision of a city for the purpose of appraising
local needs and developing resources to meet them.^
The concern of this study was centered primarily in the neighborhood
type of councils, which were called community councils by the Area Welfare
Planning Department of the Welfare Council of Metropolitan Chicago.
Arthur Morgan, The Small Community (New York, 1942), p. 145.
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Violet M. Sieder, "Grass Roots Under City Streets," (New York, Com¬
munity Chests end Councils of America, Inc., 1946), p. 1, (Mimeographed.)
CHAPTER II
DETELOPMENTAJi HISTORY OF THE COUNCILS AND THE ASSOCIATION OF
COMMUNITY COUNCILS, AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS
A brief glanoe at the derelopmeatal history of the nine counoils end
of the Association, and at some socio-economic characteristics of each of
the nine community areas served as background for interpreting the findings
of the study.
Albany Park
Albany Park was located on the north west side of Chicago in what was
known as community area fourteen,' and represented a fairly stable siiddle
income area. Figures from the 1940 census report showed the population as
being over 57,000, ooii^>osed largely of native whites. The largest foreign
bom nationality group was Jewish (approximately one eighth of the population)
and represented the second largest Jewish settlement in the city of Chicago.
Polish, German, Swedish and Austrian groups were the next largest in con¬
secutive order, for the area. Negroes and other racial and nationality
groups constituted less than one per cent of the total area population. The
area was largely residential, of one and two-family dwellings. Approximately
eight per cent of the dwellings were apartments. Over sixty per cent of the
dwellings in the area were built between 1920-29. The median monthly rental
was $42*55, contrasted to that for the city which was $36.10. The median
number of grades completed in school was 9.5~highor than that for the
city—8.5.^ It was in this area that the Albany Park Conmunity Council was
^U. S. Bureau of the Census, 16th Census of the United States» 1940





Albany park oommunlty council.—-The organisation of this council in
1946 was the outgrowth of the desire of a small group of interested oitisens
to form an organisation which would permit the organised groups in the
area, as well as the agencies, to work together on common projects in a
cooperati-re, rather than a con^etitive way.
Objective.—The council was organised to promote the coordination of
effort on the part of organisations and individuals for the common welfare.
It was designed to serve the community, without respect of race, color,
creed, political or religious affiliation. Any organisation or interested
individual desiring to promote the work of the council would be eligible
for membership.^
All-Berwyn
All-Berwyn was a midwest suburban area of Chicago. Though statistical
data were not available for the area, the author was able to get a general
background of the socio-economic characteristics from an interview with an
individual who had lived in the area for a number of years and was familiar
with trends of the past fifteen years or more * The population was approxi¬
mately 50,000 and was largely native white, with Bohemians constituting
the largest percentage of the foreign bom population. Practically no
Negroes lived in the town. There were no industries, but there were the
proportionate number of small private businesses common to a town its size.
There was no high school in the area, and the children had to commute to
"By-laws of the Albany Park Community Council,"
Community Co\uioil, 1945), (Mimeographed.)
(Chicago, Albsiny Park
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one or the other of two nearby suburban areas. In spite of this, the
median number of school grades completed was about 8.8j this was higher than
that for the oity of Chicago proper, which was 8.5.
The houses were primarily frame, single type dwellings, and a majority
of the people were home-owners. There were many active civic and community
improvement associations in the area.
Berwyn was easily accessible to Chicago over the Chicago West Towns
Railway trains and Chicago Transit Authority busses. A large percentage of
the employed population ednah.uted to Chicago, daily.
All-Berwyn committee.—This committee, which functioned as a community
council, was formed in 1947 in an effort to promote general community im¬
provement. It was strongly supported by the organizations in the town,
and its history showed accomplishments.
Objective .—The committee was formed to ascertain, to study and to
recommend projects for the betterment of the community. It was non-political
and non-sectarian.^
Clearing
Clearing was located in ooimunity area sixty-four and was, at the
very edge of south west Chicago in a largely industrial area. It had a
population of approximately 7,000, of which the majoriiy was native white.
Small groups of Italian, Polish, Lithuanian, German, English and Welsh
descendants lived there. Practically no Negroes lived in the area; six
were listed. The median education level was 8.1. The area was one that
Constitution,”
graphed.)
(All-Berwyn, All-Berwyn Committee, 1947), (Mimeo
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had grown up within recent years. Statistical data showed that over seventy
per cent of the dwellings were built since 1920. Approximately sixty per cent
of the dwellings were two to nine family dwellings; the remainder were family
units. The monthly rental was $33.00.^
The municipal airport was located in this area, and most of the in-
2
habitants were employees at,the airport or the nearby industrial plants.
Clearing Community Service Council.—The Clearing Community Services
Council was organized in 1945-46 through the efforts of the Area Welfare
Planning Depai^ent of the Welfare Council of Metropolitan Chicago, and
citizens from a few public and private agencies in the locale.
OVJeotive.—The council was formed to provide a chaaanel for Joint con¬
sideration and action in solving local problems; to promote the health,
welfare and recreation of the community; to prevent duplication of services
and to encourage closer relationships among existing agencies; also to
stimulate local citizens to use auid participate in the agencies. It was
designed to be non-commercial, non-sectarian and non-political in nature.^
Evergreen Park
Evergreen Park was a suburban area to the south west of Chicago, fre¬
quently referred to by the inhabitants as "a village,” of 3,500, with a
native white population of about 3,000, with the remainder foreign bom
of an unidentifiable origin. There were no Negroes in this village. The
^United States Bureau of the Census, op. eit.
2
Forty-Four Cities in the City of Chicago (Chicago, The Chicago Plan
Commission, 1942),p. 63.
3
“By-Law of the Clearing Commxuiity Services Council," (Chicago, Clear¬
ing Community Services Council, 1946), (Mimeographed.)
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medieox number of years of school completed for the village was 8»7.^
Evergreen Park Comnamlty Services Council.—-Organiaation of the Ever¬
green Park Council was motivated by the desire of local citizenry to finance
social agencies in the township through a federated structure. A request
was made to the Community Fund in Chicago for help in the organization of
such a structure. There was also an expressed need for an over-all planning
body. At this point, the Area Welfare Planning Department of the Welfeure
Council of Metropolitan Chicago was brought into the plaxming. Throu^
the suggestions and assistance of this department, a joint chest-council
operation was foxmnilated in 1947. In the respect of coxabined operations,
this council is unique among the others discussed in this study.
Objeotive.—The Evergreen Park Council was organized to promote the
development of social welfegre of the area by encouraging joint planning
among the civic, recreational, health and welfare agencies in the area;
also to promote the cooperation of these agencies with local government
for the betterment of the communiiy. In addition it was designed to promote
high standards, prevent duplication of services, to encourage the develop¬
ment and suppoi*t of all private and public agencies dealing with social




Hyde Park, kiaown as community area for-ty-one, was located in
United States Bureau of the Census, op. oit.
2
"By-Laws of Evergreen Park Community Services Council," (Evergreen
Park, Evergreen Park Connmnity Services Coxmcil, 1947), (Mimeographed.)
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Chicago’s south side; the University of Chicago was located in this area.
It had a population exceeding 50,000, according to the 1940 census report.
Though largely white, the area was one of a diverse population, among which
were people of German, Bussian, Polish, Canadian, English and Welsoh
ancestry. Negroes constituted little more than one per cent of the popula¬
tion.^
Sixty per cent of the dwellings in this area were built before 1929,
of which 21.8 per cent were built before 1900. A total of 84.2 per cent
of the dwellings waff two to twenty family apartment dwellings.
Indicative of a fairly high economic level was the median monthly
rental of $48.90, with a range of from $40.69 to $83.90.
The education level was very high, with the median nvonber of school
2
grades cos^leted given eis 12.2. This may be attributed to the fact that
the IMiversity of Chicago was in this ai^a.
In a survey conducted for the Hyde Park Council in 1948, Dr. Samuel D.
Kinchlowe reported that the population in the area was fairly stable. There
had been a population increase of about fifteen per cent since 1940, mainly
in the lower socio-economic levels and younger age groups. Baoial composi¬
tion had remained fairly constant except for a slight increase in the number
of Japanese.^
Of significance in relation to this study was the following quotation
^United Bureau of the Census, op. cit.
Ibid.
g
Samuel D. Kinchlowe, "Hyde Park Survey of 1948," (Chicago, Hyde Park
Community Council, 1948), pp. 1-10, (Mimeographed.)
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from the report:
The predominant oharacteristio of Hyde Park is its great
diversity. Here in this oomniunity, existing side by side,
sure groups of people from entirely different walks of life.
These groups differ greatly in eoonomio status, in education,
in religion, and in their general attitude toward their com¬
munity. This fact of social diversity influences every aspect
of coinmunity life and must be taken into consideration in every
effort to plan the community.^
Hyde Park CoTrmunity Council.—The l^de Park Community Council developed
as a separate group of the organisation once known as the Hyde Park, Ken¬
wood, Oakland Community Council; the latter became inactive during the war.
It grew out of the need for corammity cooperation in obtaining library
facilities for the west section of the area. The old coimcil embraced
three community areas, and when the question of reorganization was raised
aiDong representatives from all of the areas, it was decided that each com¬
munity might be able to function more effectively through its own local
organization since each had specific needs peculiar to its own locale.
Objective.—This council was formed to promote coordinated effort on
matters of civic interest and community welfare. It was to be non-sectarian
and non-partisan. Efforts in this council have been directed toward helping
to create organizations to meet needs to stimulate groups end organizations
to action through education and interpretation of needs, rather than to
assume responsibilities for program.
Lincoln Park
Lincoln Park, community area seven, in the north side of Chicago, on




SeTenty-fivo per cent of the population "was native white and nearly twenty-
five per cent foreign bom, predominantly of German and Italian origin,
with small percentages of Evingarians, Austrians and Irish. Less than one
per cent of the population wsis Hegro.
Over seventy-five per cent of the dwellings in the area were built
before 1919, with sixty per cent of these built in or before 1899.
The median education level of 8.5 was the same as that for the city of
Chicago.
The median rental of $24.00 was indicative of a low economic status.^
This might have been influenced to a degree by the presence of a low rent
housing project, the Julia Lathrop Homes.
A source from which the author was not at liberty to quote, cited that
a few Negroes had moved into Lincoln Park since 1940 on an unconoentrated
basis, and that many Italian families from the south west section of the
area had moved into the south west section of the Near North Side. Other¬
wise, the general population distribution had remained the same.
Lincoln Park Community Council.—The Lincoln Park Council developed in
1947 thirough the combined efforts of the Church Federation and the Area
Welfare Planning Department to form some kind of organization which would
develop some community activity centered around the churches and social
agencies.
Objective .—The general objective of the organization was to promote
coordinated effort of organizations and Individuals in matters of health
and social welfare. It was designed to be non-commercial, non-political
^United States Bureau of the Census, op. oit.
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and non-seotarian, and was set up to serve the entire interests of the oom-
munity, regardless of race, color or creed.^
Lower North
From the 1940 Census report, it was found that Lower North, community
area eight, (colloquially knoum as the Near North Side), had a population
of approximately 77,000, seventy-two per cent of which were native white.
Foreign bom constituted nearly twenty per cent of the population; Negroes,
6.7 per cent. The predominant groups of foreign bom were of Italian,
2
German and Swedish origin, with some Irish, English and Welsh.
The dwellings were largely old ones—sixty-six per cent having been
erected during or before 1919—half of these in or before 1899. The medism
monthly rental of $33.00 indicated that the economic status, generally,
was not too hig^, but the range of $12.61 - $100.00 showed the great
3
diversity of economic levels. The area really extended from the •’Gold Coast"
to the slums.
A source not be quoted indicated that there had been some changes in
the area since 1940. An increased number of Negroes who came principally
from the South had moved into the extreme west portion of the area. They
had come in such numbers as to comprtse about fifty per cent of the popu¬
lation of that portion of the area. There had been some shift in the
Italian population that formerly lived in that sector. There had been a
^’’By-Laws of the Lincoln Park Community Council," (Chicago, Lincoln
Park Community Council, 1947).
2
United States Bureau of the Census, op. oit.
®Ibid.
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notable increase in the Japanese-American population in the north-central
section. Socio-economic characteristics divided the area into three main
sectors; the -western slum area, the central rooming house area and the
eastern "Gold Coast” area, one of the most fashionable residential areas in
the entire ci-by.
To emphasize the diversity, it may he noted that in the "Near North
Side" -were foimd the Merchandise Mart, the world’s largest building; the
exclusive Michigan Avenue shops; apartment houses and homes of the persons
regarded as social elites; the Frances Cabrini low-rent housing project;
one-story frame houses; factories and railroad yards; many small shops;
taverns and pool halls; and some Negro owned shops principally taverns;
small dress and hat shops eating places and real estate offices.^
Lower Noirth Communi-by Council.—The history of the Lower North Council
dated back to the period prior to 1919. This council had enjoyed a rather
brilliant history, with se-veral periods of really successful and vital
council program, followed by lapses of inactivity. It could probably boast
the most brilliant history of any similar organization in the whole of
Chicago, and as early as 1919 had employed staff.
After a -three or four year period of decreasing activity, the council
was nil and the Area Welfare Planning Department initiated efforts towards
reactivation or reorganization of the council. This reorganization was
effected in 1946.
Objective.—The Lower North Council was organized to promote the
^Forty-Four Cities in the City of Chicago, op. cit., p. 46.
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oommon welfare of the area oomprisihg the forty-second and the forty-third
wards of the city of Chicago.^
Near West Side
The Near West Side, consaunity eurea twenty-eight, was cited in the 1940
census as having a population of 136,000 with composition as follows: native
white 59.5 per cent; foreign bom 21.2 per cent; Negroes and other groups
19.2 per cent. Highest ranking among the nationality and racial groups
were Italians, Mexicans and Negroes, with segments of Greeks, Poles, Russians,
some Germans, Scandinavians and Dutch.
The median educational level was 7.5, this was one year below that for
the entire city. The median monthly rental was $20.87, as ooiqjared with
$36.10 for the city. This would indicate that the economic status was
generally low in this area.*^ A large percentage of the families here were
on relief. The Robert Brooks and Jane Addams low-rent housing developments
were located in this area—both were Negro housing developments, and were
located in the area of the Near West Side Community Council, which was in
the northwest section, east from Racine, west to Garfield Park, north to
Einzie and south to Van Buren. The Near West Side Council comprised the
southeast section from Ashland west, Harrison north and Sixteenth Street
south. Factories and industrial buildings formed an almost solid belt
between Kinzie and Harrison Streets as far west as Ashland Avenue.
It would seem that the most significant change since 1940 has been
the influx of the Negro population and its-expansion westward. Negroes
^"Constitution of the Lower North Community Council," (Chicago, Lower
North Commimity Council, 1945) Article V, Section 1, (Mimeographed.)
2
United States Bureau of the Census, op. oit.
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eind Mexioans almost entirely made up the southeast section helow Roosevelt
Road, (Near West Council area), and the northwest corner above Madison and
east of Ashland, (part of Midwest Council area). Of added significance here
was the tendency on the part of the Negroes moving into the area to purchase
their own homes, and their interest in maintaining standards and in making
improvements in the community. Indicative of this was the development of
the West Side Community Improvement Council, a block organization to pro¬
mote proper care of homes in the area.
Seen in the Near West Side also was the well known Skid Row, street
home of scores of derelict unattached men, just on the fringe of the loop,
and also the Maxwell Street area.
The entire area was one of instability and uncertainty. Redevelopment
plans were under way, including a Medical Center €ind The Congress Street
Super Highway. Plans moved very slowly, however, as re-location of families
living in this area presented a seemingly Insurmountable problem, with the
acuteness of the housing shortage.
Hear West Side Community Council.—The Near West Side Council had its
inception in 1939 when the Group Work Reviearing Committee of the Division
on Education and Recreation of the Welfare Council of Metropolitan Chicago,
(then the Cotmoil of Social Agencies), expressed concern at the inadequacy
of resources to meet the recreation needs of the Negro ' ommunity. After a
delegated sub-committee had studied the problem, and consulted with agency
representatives in the Near West Side and in other sections as well, the
Near West Side was one of the areas chosen for an experimental project. The
Near West Side qualified on the basis of a great existing need in the Negro
ommunity; on that of having both Negro and white residents in the area, and
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on having existing Community Fund agencies in the area. These agencies,
(Heniy Booth House, Hull House, Newberry Center, Maxwell YMCA), were
responsible for organizing a committee representative of the total Negro
community, to work with the project.
As the committee gradually began to develop into a planning body,
the Community Fund made an allocation to support this project in 1941,
as an experiment, its continuation was to be contingent on the recommendations
of the Reviewing Committee . The allocation was made through the Newberry
Avenue Center, which has served as trustee of the project since. A community
worker was employed in 1941 to stimulate existing agencies and groups to
study conditions and to foster cooperation on certain projects. In one
respect, this council was unique from others discussed here; no other had
the services of a full-time community worker.
As this project expressed a growing interest in and began to gain the
increasing support of the entire ooimiunity, the name was chsuiged from near
West Side Negro Project to Near West Side Interracial Committee, with the
feeling that it was becoming integrated into the community.^
More recently, the name was changed a second time, to Near West Com¬
munity Council, feeling that integration had been so completely accomplished,
that the name could now be less identifying of its original purpose.
Objectives .—This council was organized to integrate all civic com¬
munity forces on a democratic basis to ameliorate problems in the community;
Lucy P. earner, "Report of Project—Near West Side Interracial Com¬
mittee," (Chicago, Welfare Council of Metropolitan Chicago, Division on
Education and Recreation, 1947), p. 1, (Mimeographed.)
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to stimulate disoussion of oommunity-wide problems and plan for their
solution; and to encourage joint cooperation of lay and professional leader¬
ship in the solution of problems, with special attention to interracial
harmony in working toward their solution.^
East Garfield Park
The westem third of the Midwest Community Council is located in East
Garfield Park—community area twenty-seven. Population in this area was
cited as 65,896. Native whites comprised 76.1 per cent of the population,
foreign bom 20.1 per cent and Negroes 4.6 per cent—other races less than
one per cent. Leading nationality groups were Italian, Russian and Irish,
in fairly substantial numbers.
The mediEin education level was 7.9; this was slightly lower than that
of the ciiy.
Eighty per cent of the dwellings in this area were built before 1920,
of which 40.9 per cent were built during or before 1899. The median rental
was $38.57, just above that of the city. This would indicate that the
economic status of the area generally, was not too high.
The Chicago Plan Commission referred to Eedzie Avenue as being the
dividing line between the relatively blighted area to the east, and the
better section to the west, and asserted that there was progressive im¬
provement in the area, proceeding east to west. The Lake Street Negro
area extended west to San Francisco Avenue, but otherwise, there were no
non-white persons in the area.^
^"Constitution and By-Laws (Chicago, Near Side Community Council, 1946),
Article III, (Mimeographed.)
2
Forty-Four Cities in the City of Chicago, op. cit., p. 24.
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Assooiation of Community Coimclls
The Assooiation of Community Councils of Metropolitem Chicago was the
outgrowth of an Institute for Community Council members held in 1948, where
members from Community Councils throughout Chicago met to discuss projects,
problems, methods and techniques of common concern to Councils. There was
an unexpressed desire to have a permanent organization which would serve as
a coordinating body for community councils in the city, and also to serve
as a "channel between over-all and functional planning bodies and local
1
community ootmcils."
Objective.—The Association would foster cooperation and joint planning
among local councils and other local community organizations for the im¬
provement of community life; it would also serve as a liaison between the
local councils and the Welfare Council. The Association was designed to be
an autonomous body, x*eoognizing at all times the autonomy of its member
councils. Action taken would be in the name of the Assooiation but such
action would not be binding upon member councils.
Its policies were non-partisan and non-discriminatory with respect
p
to membership on account of race, color or creed.
Howard Keeler, "The Second Three Years," Draft of a Tentative Plan
(Chicago, Welfare Council of Metropolitan Chicago, Area Welfare Planning
Department, 1948), p. 4, (Mimeographed.)
2
"By-Laws of the Assooiation of Commxmity Co\moils of Metropolitan
Chicago," (Chicago, Welfare Council of Metropolitan Chicago, Area Welfare
Planning Department, 1948), (Mimeographed.)
CHAPTER III
GENERAL STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MEMBER COUNCILS AND
OF THE ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNITY COUNCILS
It has been considered advisable in the orgEuaization of community
councils to keep the structure as simple and as standard as possible* The
stmicture should be kept simple enough to permit ease and flexibility of
operation, yet not so simple that it does not offer a secure framework in
which to function* The experience in this area has been that much of the
effectiveness of council function was lost when it was too highly organized*
A brief resume was given here to show organizational forms in the
nine member councils and in the Association* There was some similarity of
structure in eight of the nine member councils, and it was not deemed
necessaiy to discuss each of them separately* The one dis-similar council
and the Association were discussed separately because their operation and
structure were different from the neighborhood councils*
The structural characteristics which seemed pertinent to consider
weres membership, officers, committees, elections, dues and meetings*
The Neighborhood Councils
Membership*—^Membership was open to all organizations, institutions,
public and private agencies and individuals based on residence or employ¬
ment in the areas served who were interested in or desired to promote the
work of the council, with voting privileges*
In five of the councils, Albany Park, Clearing, Hyde Park, Midwest
and Near West Side, the submission of applications for membership was re*--
quired, subject to the approval of the executive committee or the membership
20
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oommittee and/or the entire membership. Membership uas of two general
f
types: organizational and individual.
The Hyde Park Counoil did not open membership to interested individuals,
but ten members-at-large (exempt from dues) were elected annually by the
Policy Committee for a one year term. In addition, the Aldermen and the
Ward Superintendents of the 4th and 5th wards and the Hyde Park police
captain were members-at-large.^
No provision was made for individual membership in the All-Berwyn
2Committee.
The Near West Side Council provided only for representatives from
neighborhood agencies falling in these categories: Housing, Recreation,
Education, Religion, Law Enforcement, Business, Health and Welfare, and
Representatives-at-large.
Provisions were madd for associate membership in the Near West Side
council as follows:
Associate Membership shall be available to any group in the
community sponsored by or participating in the activities of
member agencies by invitation of the agency member and approval
of the Membership Committee. The Associate members shall not
have voting rights in the council.^
In four councils. Clearing, Lincoln Park, Lower North and Midwest pro¬
vision was made for two organizational representatives selected by the
member organization for a term of service to be determined by the organization.
^"Articles of Organization and Operation," (Chicago, Hyde Park Communi-ty
Council, 1945), Article 4, (Mimeographed.)
^"Constitution," (Berwyn, Ill., All-Berwyn Committee, 1947), Section III,
(Mimeographed.)
g
"Constitution and By-Laws," (Chicago, Near West Side Communi-ty Council,
1946), Article III, (Mimeographed.)
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In addition to two representatives the Hyde Park Council allowed
membership to a professional staff member from member agencies« to be appointed
^ 1for one year.
The All-Berwyn Council limited voting to one representative or alternate
2
from its member organizations.
The Albany Park Coxmcil did not limit the number of organizational
representatives.
Three councils. Clearing, Lower North and Midwest suggested that the
two organizational or agency representatives include one steiff and one lay
person.
Officers.—The re was general similari-ty in the corps of officers serving
community councils, usually one president, two vice-presidents, two
secretaries (a recording and a corresponding secretary) and a treasurer.
(The terms president and chairman were used synomously). Deviations from
this general practice did not seem to require a detailed discussion, as
every council seemed to have had a number of officers sufficient for its
needs. In addition to those stated, a parliamentarian and a sergeant-at-
arms served in one council.
Of significance in the All-Berwyn Council was the requirement that
the treasurer post a personal surety bond signed by two responsible persons.®
Committees .—Generally, the executive committee, also referred to as
the executive ooimoil, executive board and policy committee, -was provided
for in the by-laws of seven of the member councils. It was to be composed
^'•Articles of Organization and Operation,” op cit.. Article 5.
2
’’Constitution," op. cit., Article III.
3
Ibid., Article IV, Section 5.
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of all officers, the immediate past president (cp«), committee or division
chairmen (cp.), and members-at-large (also refenred to as directors) ranging
from three to sixteen, to be elected annually by the executive committee
and/or the membership. This committee was empowered to assume general re¬
sponsibilities for policy making and directing the affairs of the council
when necessary, between its regular meetings.
The Near West Side Council had an active executive committee during
the period studied but the by-laws had not been amended to make legal pro¬
visions for its operations.
The All-Berwyn Committee restricted membership on its executive com¬
mittee to any delegate employed, appointed or elected to any political body.^
Meetings of the executive conoiittee were held monthly, or at the dis¬
cretion of the chairman.
Generally, the executive committee was empowered to set up any standing,
functional or temporary committees not especially provided for in the consti¬
tution and by-laws. Chairmen of committees were appointed by the council
chairman in the Berwyn and Albany Park Councils and, subject to executive
committee approval in the Lower North Council; and by the executive com¬
mittee in the Lincoln Park, Hyde Park and Clearing Councils. Usually the
president served as ex-officio member to all except the nominating com¬
mittee .
Standing committees were provided for in the by-laws of two councils.
In the Clearing Council these were Health, Welfare,and Recreation, and Near
West Side made constitutional provisions for committees on Membership and
^ibid«. Section 71.'
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Finance* However, the Midwest Council conmlttee structure required special
treatment* In addition to the executive hoard, which assmed responsibility
for social action, publicity, education, and research, there were divisions
rather than committees on family and child welfare, health, education,
recreation, housing, and civic and government* This council had power to
establish additional divisions* Division chairmen were elected each year
at the annual meeting* Divisional membership was composed of agency dele¬
gates and individuals especially interested in that area of work* Divisions
were at liberty to appoint committees as needed, to facilitate their work*^
Elections .—General practice in seven councils stipulated that nominations
for all offices would be made through a committee of three to five persons in
varying periods of from thirty to sixty days prior to the elections, which
were held at the annual meetings of the councils* The Lincoln Park By-Laws
made no provisions for election of officers*
In four councils. Clearing, Hyde Park, Midwest and excepting the
secretary in Albany Park, no persons may be elected to the same office more
than two consecutive years*
The Lower North and Near West Side Councils set the tenure of office as
one year with no stipulations as to self-succession*
Meetings*—The by-laws of the Albany Park, All-Berwyn, Clearing and Near
West Side Councils designated monthly meetings*
Three meetisags of the membership to be held in September, January and May
and/or at the call of the prasident were specified in the Hyde Park Council*^
^"By-Laws of the Midwest Communi-ty Welfare Council," (Chicago, Midwest
Community Welfare Council, 1946), (Mimeographed*)
2
"Articles of Organization and Operation," op* cit*. Article 9*
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Quarterly meetings to be held at the call of the president, ExeoutiTe Board
or ten members -were provided in Midwest.^ In Lower North, membership meet¬
ings were to be held at the designation of the Executive Committee or at
the written call of twenty members.
Dues .—Membership dues were set as a prerequisite in four ooimoils,
Berwyn ($5.00) Hyde Park ($5.00) Clearing ($0.50 individual, $1.00 organi¬
zational) and Midwest ($1.00 individual, $5.00 organizational).
Flans for securing necessary funds were left to the executive oommittee
in Albany Park, Lincoln Park and Lower North.
The Near West Side, operating under a different stmoture, left its
finances to a committee.
Community Servioe Council of Evergreen Park
The organizational structure of the Evergreen Park Council was different
from that of the other eight councils, and was discussed here in terms of its
membership, board of directors, officers, sections, committees, departments
and meetings •
Membership .—Members of this council were of three olaeses. Individual
members were accepted upon approval of the board of directors; each con¬
tributor to the financial campaign was an individual member. Orgsmizational
members were accepted upon the approval of the board of directors.
Organizational members may be either fineuacially participating or non-
participating, and may have two official delegate representatives, one steiff
^"By-Laws of the Midwest Community Welfare Council," op. cit..
Article VII.
2
"Constitution of the Lower North Community Council," (Chicago, Lower
North Ctmimunity, 1945), Article V, Section 1, (Mimeographed.)
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member and one board member where possible. Honorary members were elected
one or more each year by the board of directors in recognition of outstand¬
ing and unselfish service to the oommunity welfare.
Board of Directors.—The board of directors was composed of twenty-one
members elected at the annual meeting of the membership; seven members were
elected each year for a term of three years. This board had the responsi¬
bility of managing and administering the affairs of the organization between
membership meetings. No person was eligible to sei*ve on this board for
more than two successive terms. The chairmen of the social planning, cam¬
paign end budget committees automatically became members of the board of
directors should they not be elected. It was the membership of this body
that was considered in this stud^.
Officers .—The officers were the same as those serving the other eight
councils, and were elected by the board of directors from among its member¬
ship for a term of one year.
Sections .—The major operations of this organization were divided into
two sections. The social planning section was directed by a social planning
committee. This committee was composed as follows! a chairman and five
members who were appointed annually by the president with the approval of
the board of directors; the chairman of the budget committee; nine delegates,
three each from the three problem areas, family and child welfare, health,
and recreation and Informal education. Duties of this section were to
promote the welfare of the community through a study of social needs and
resources and educating the oommunity as to its findings; through cooperative
planning; and through promoting joint special divisions and committees to
facilitate its work
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The second section was ths campaign section and was under the direction
of a committee composed of a chairman and six members who were appointed
annually by the board of directors* This section conducted an annual
financial campaign, the amount of which was determined by the board of
directors, dependent upon current need* The net proceeds constituted the
Community Chest Fund* The section chairman served as general campaign
chairman and was empowered to add to the section at his discretion*
Committees *—The executive committee was similar to those in the other
neighborhood councils in that it was composed of the officers and committee
chairmen* This ooimnittee functioned much as the others did, with any action
taken subject to the approval of the board of directors.
The budget committee was composed of six members, including a chair¬
man, appointed by the px*esident, and nine members selected by the social
planning committee, with the chairman of the campaign serving as ex-officio
member*
The nominating committee consisted of five persons* The chairman was
appointed by the president, and two members each were appointed by the two
sections* The duties of this committee were to nominate seven persons for
election to the board of directors, officers, and honoreny members, making
every effort to see that the board at all times was representative of the
principal civic, commercial and cultural forces in the community*
Departments *—The board of directors was empowered to establish depart¬
ments to carry on specific aspects of community organization, as depart¬
ments of public relations, research, a social service exchetnge and a volun¬
teer bureau* Each department was to have a steering committee appointed by
the president with the approval of the board of directors*
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Meetings«—The total membership met annually in February. At least
two additional meetings were to be held at the discretion of the board of
direotors. Special meetings were held at the call of the board of directors,
or upon the written request of fifteen or more members.^
Association of Community Covincils
The Association of Coimaunity Councils of Metropolitan Chicago served
as the coordinating body for the number councils, and as such, was organised
to facilitate that function. Basically, however, it was not too different
from the member councils in structure.
Membership.—Local community councils or local coordinating bodies by
some other name that attempted to serve as a coordinating group repre¬
sentative of the entire community, and agreed to fulfill provisions relating
to members in the Association, were eligible for membership.
Each local member council was permitted to select three members to
represent it in the delegate body of the Association, such members to be
chosen annually by the member council. It was suggested that at least one
of the three delegates be elected officer of the council.
Special membership was granted past officers of the Association for two
years following the conclusion of service in a particular office, with voice
and vote.
When a local member council was considered no longer to be meeting the
qualifications or provisions set foirth in the constitution of the Association,
such membership could be terminated by action of the delegate body upon the
recommendation of the executive committee} or by action of local councils.
^"Constitution
green Park, n.d).
," (Evergreen Park, Community Service Council of Ever-
(Mimeographed.)
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In either ease, thiriy days* written notice was required before such action
was considered effective.
Officers .—Provisions were made for the same corps of officers as in
the councils. The term of office was one year, and an officer could not
succeed himself in the same office after seirving two consecutive terms.
TThen a delegate became an officer of the Association, the council which he
represented could select another delegate to serve in his place.
Committees .—The steering ooimiittee of the Association was composed
of officers, the immediate past president, chairmen of oonsnittees eind three
delegates at large, generally representing the northern, western and southern
sections of the metropoliteui area.
At least three months prior to the annual meeting, a nominating com¬
mittee composed of one delegate from each council was appointed to prepare
a slate of nominees, which was sent to all delegates at least ten days before
the annual meeting.
The steering committee was empowered to establish such committees as
were deemed necessary.
Committees of the Association could grant ex-officio membership to
appropriate representatives of the Welfare Council end functional or special¬
ized plsinning bodies in the metropolitan area to serve as resource and
liaison persons with such bodies.
Elections.—Officers and members-at^large were elected each year at
the annual meeting from the slate of the nominating oommlttee, or by
nominations from the floor if supported by the signatures of five delegates
from different member councils.
Meetings .—Four regular meetings were held yearly on a quarterly basis
by both the delegate body and the steering ccmimittee. Other regular meetings
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were held when appropriate and special meetings of the delegate body at
the call of the chairman, the executive committee or ten delegates. The
call of special meetings was. to stipulate the purpose for which the meeting
was called.
The annual meeting was held each year at the last regular meeting of
the Association before June each year.
Dues.—The membership dues of the Association were $5.00 per council
affiliate to be paid annually on October first. Councils becoming members
after the beginning of the fiscal year were required to pay partial fees
based on the remaining full quarters of the twelve month period from October
first to September thirtieth. Dues were used to help defray the cost of
operation.
Professional staff .—Services of the director of the Area Welfare
Planning Department of the Welfare Council were made available to the
Association, if it desired such services.
CHAPTER 17
ORGANIZATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL REPRESENTATION
IN THE MEMBER COUNCILS
It has been generally considered that the effectiveness of oonanunity
councils and their capacity to serve the total oonmunity has been dependent
upon and directly related to the representativeness of their character.
The general concept of community council membership has been that of delegate
representation from local civic, social, religious, labor, fraternal and
business groups, and from schools, Parent-Teacher Associations (here-in
after referred to as P. T. A.'s), and public and private social agencies.
The cooperation of interested individuals has also been encouraged and
irelcomed, "but if the council is to be really representative of the com¬
munity, it must be primarily a delegate body which can reach, and when
necessary, speak for a much larger group.The major function of community
councils has been seen as that of bringing together various organized groups
through their representatives in neighborhoods to work cooperatively in dis¬
covering needs and problems of local communities and in planning to solve
them.^
An analysis of organizational and occupational representation was made
in each of the nine member councils to indicate how representative they
were of the communities which they served.
This study was limited by the inavailability, generally, of complete
Isabel P. Kennedy, "Integrating Program and Structure of Neighborhood
Councils and City-Wide Councils of Social Agencies," (New York, Community





council records, and the findings only served as being indicative of trends
existing in the councils which were studied*
Active membership was arbitrarily defined by the author as attendance
at two meetings, and was discussed in this study in light of that definition.
Consequently, though council menibershlp and mailing lists were more in¬
clusive than here-in indicated, the above definition of membership precluded
the consideration of any but those qualifying under its terns. Organizations
as indicated by the study were considered under the following headings*
civic and service groups, churches, religious groups, P. T. A.'s, schools,
student groups, business groups, political groups, labor groups, veterans’
groups, and public and private social agencies, (See Table 2, page 63.)
Occupations as revealed by the study were listed under the following
categories: housewife, social worker, teacher, clergyman, health worker,
other professional worker, business, clerical or other worker and student.
(See Table 4, page 65.)
Albany Park
Organizational representation.—The Albany Psjrk council had a total
active membership of fifty-seven individuals coming from five civic and
service groups with eleven representatives; three churches with three
representatives; five religious groups with eight representatives; seven
P. T. A.’s with thirteen representatives; one political group with one
representative; four veterans’ groups with eight representatives; two
public agencies sind two private agencies with two representatives each.
Representation here totaled twenty-nine separate organizations and agencies
distributed under eight categorical headings. Ro schools, student, labor.
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business or professional groups were represented in the membership. The
largest group representation was found in the F. T. A. *8 with the civio
and service and religious groups with next largest z*epresentation8. (See
Tables 1 and 2, pages 62 and 63.) Forty-eight representative members who,
came as official delegates, and nine non-group members.
Occupational representation.—The fifty-seven active members of the
Albany Park Council were distributed occupationally as follows! twenty-three
housewives, three social workers, three teachers, two clergymen, nine other
professional workers, sixteen business people, and one clerical or other
worker. No health workers nor students were represented in the membership.
(See Table 4, page 65.)
The residential and fairly stable character of the area in which this
council was located would seem to be en^hasized by the concentration in the
membership of housewives, professional and business people who lived in the
area. Fifty-three of the fifty-seven members lived in Albany Park, and
nineteen members worked there, four of whom lived outside of the area.
All-Berwyn
Organizational representation.—Of the fifty-five active members in
the All-Berwyn Council, all were official delegates (See Table 3, page 64.)
and represented forty-four separate organizations distributed in the follow¬
ing eight categories! twenty civic and service groups with twenty-two
representatives; five churches with five representatives; eleven P. T. A.'s
with seventeen representatives; one school with one representative; three
veterans* groups with four representatives; one public agency with one
representative; two private agencies with two representatives; and one
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professional group ■with three representat I'ves* In this oounoil, oivio and
service groups and P. T» A.’s were the largest represented groups, with no
representation from religious, student, business or labor groups* (See
Tables 1 and 2, pages 62 and 63.)
Pride and Interest in the oommuni-ty welfare would seem to be Illustrated
by the large number of Home Owners' and Communl'ky Improvement Associations
revealed in the civic and service groups. The absence of labor groups may
not be too significant since Berwyn was not an Industrial area.
Occupational representation.—The members were distributed by occupation
as follows! sixteen housewives, one social worker, five teachers, two
clergymen, -two other professional -workers, twelve business people and se-ren-
teen clerical or other workers. (See Table 4, page 65.)
The largest representation was found among clerical or other workers,
housewives and business people, which may have been indicative of the fact
that this council had "grass roots" appeal. The fact that all members of
the council were official delegates would seem to suggest a strong tendency
toward community organisation as well as a firm basis for a strong community
council. The fact that Berwyn was a suburban township where people had many
common interests might have had keen significance.
Clearing
Organizational representation.—Of the twenty-three active members in
the Clearing Council fifteen were official delegates, one was a group member
and seven came as individuals. The membership was representati-re of nine
separate organizations falling under the five groupings following!
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four olvlo and service groups with six representatives; one P* T* A. with
two representatives; one school with two representatives; two student groups
with four representatives; one veteran’s group with two representatives.
Civic and service groups and students had the largest representation in
this council, with no representatives, from churches, religious, business,
political or labor groups, or private or public social agencies. It would
seem that the absence of labor groups from the membership would be particularly
significant since Clearing is an industrial area. (See Tables 1 and 2, pages
62 and 63.)
Occupational representation.—The occupational representation in the
Clearing Council was as followst four housewives, two teachers, one other
professional person, four business people, eight clerical or other workers
and four students. (See Table 4, page 65.)
The largest distribution group was the.clerical and other workers. It
was significant that students were encouraged and given the opportunity to
participate in community planning with the adults in this council.
Evergreen Park
Organisational representation.—In the Evergreen Park Council, each of
the tweirby-one members wsis representative of, or a member of some organization
in the community, but none came as official delegates; all were individual
members. (See Table 3, page 64.) The membership was representative of the
following seven categories representing twelve separate organizationst
one civic and service group with five representatives; five churches with
eight representatives; one P. T. A. with one representative; one school with
two representatives; two business groups with three representatives; one
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political group with one representative? one private social agency with one
representative. The organizational membership in this council weis more
representative of churches than any other institution, agency or organization.
(See Tables 1 and 2, pages 62 and 63.)
Occupational representation.—Occupational representation of the member¬
ship was as follows! six housewives, two teachers, three clergymen, two
other professional workers; and eight business people. No social workers,
health workers, clerical or other workers, nor students were represented in
this membership, with the largest representation coming from business people
and housewives. (See Table 4, page 65.)
All of the council members here lived in the area; nine worked in the
area also.
Hyde Park
Organizational membership.—From the total active membership of thirty-
three individuals in Hyde Psurk, twenty-six were official delegates, two were
members of groups and five came as individuals. (See Table 3, page 64.)
There was a total of twenty-two separate organisations under eight categories
as follows! five civic and service greups and five churches with five re¬
presentatives each; one religious group with one representative; three P. T. A.'s
with six representatives; two schools with four representatives; two business
groups with two representatives; one political group with one representative;
one veterans' group with one representative; and two private agencies with
three representatives. The largest organizational representation in this
council came from civic and service groups, churches and P. T. A.'s. There
was no representation from student or professional groups, nor from publio
agencies. (See Tables 1 and 2, pages 62 and 63.)
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Occupational representation*—In the Hyde Park Co\mcil, occupational
representation was as followst six housewives, five social workers, seven
teachers, three clergymen, four other professional workers including one
alderman, seven business people and one clerical or other worker* No health
workers nor students were active in this council. The largest occupational
representations came from business people, teachers and housewives with social
workers and other professional workers ranking next* No health workers or
students were represented in the council* (See Table 4, page 65*) It was
significant to note here that the education level of individuals active in
the council was hi^, which would indicate that the diverse character of
the Hyde Park area did not repeat itself in the Hyde Park Council, and would
also coincide with the findings in the Kinchlowe repoz*t that civic efforts
are largely supported by the middle income, higher educated element of the
area*
Twenty-nine of the thirty-three active members lived in the area; twenty-
three worked in the area, four of whom lived outside, and nineteen lived
and worked there*
Lincoln Park
Orgauilsational representation*—In the Lincoln Park Council, from a
total of forty-three monbers, only five wore official delegates, thirty-four
were group members, and four came as individuals* (See Table 3, page 64*)
Organisational representation of the official delegates and the group members
included twenty-six separate organisations falling under nine categorical
headings as followst four civic and service groups with five representatives;
two ohuiMhes with two representatives; one religious group with two re¬
presentatives; seven P* T* A*‘s with ten representatives; four schools with
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four representatives; one student group with six representatives; one husiness
group with one representative; one political group with two representatives;
five private agencies with seven representatives* No labor, veterans’ or
professional groups were represented, nor were any public agencies. (See
Tables 1 and 2, pages 62 and 63.)
It was to be noted here that this council was one of two in the study
that included a student group in its membership and planning.
The largest representation by numbers of organizations was found in the
P. T. A.’s private social agencies, schools and civic and service groups.
Occupational representation.—-Of the forty-three active members in the
Lincoln Park Council, occupational distribution was as follows; sixteen
housewives, five social workers, four teachers, two clergymen, three other
professional workers, five business people, two clerical or other workers and
six students. (See Table 4, page 65.)
Housewives represented the largest occupational group, totaling almost
three times the number found in other groups, students ranked next highest,
with social workers suid business people following. No health workers were
represented in the membership of this council*
Forty-two of the forty-three members lived in the area, one lived out¬
side, thirteen worked in the area and twelve lived and worked thez^.
Lower North
Organizational representation*—The Lower North Council had a total
active membership of sixteen persons, only one of whom was an official
delegate; fourteen were members of groups and one came as an individual.
(See Table 3, page 64.) Among the delegate and other members were represented
eleven separate organizations under the following five categories; one church
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•with two representatives; one P. T. A« with two representatives; one labor
group with one representative (official delegate); two public agencies
with three representatives; and six private agencies with seven representa¬
tives* (See Tables 1 and 2, pages 62 and 63*)
The representation in this council was largely from private agencies,
with public agencies ranking next* Of significance is the fact that this
council was the only one having any labor representation at all and that
the labor representative was the lone official delegate in the council,
though its general base of representation seemed weak*
There was no representation from civic and service groups, religious,
student, business, political, veterans' and professional groups, nor from
schools*
Occupational representation*—Representation by occupation in the Lower
North Council was distributed as followsi three housewives, eight social
workers, two clergymen, one business person, and -two clerical or other workers*
There -was no teacher, health worker, other professional nor student repre¬
sentation*
Though this council was in an area that was inclusive in its diversl'ty,
from the gold coast to the slums, representation in the coimoil was not
indicative of this cross-section* Of the inadequately small actl've member¬
ship, a prepondersuace of social workers who worked in the area comprised one
half of the constituency* Only six of the council members lived in the area,
twelve worked there, ten of whom li-rod outside of the area*
Midwest
Organisational representation*—^Active membership in the Midwest Council
totaled thirty persons, all of whom were group, organisational or agency
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members, but none of whom had official delegate status. (See Table 3, page 64.)
There were no individual members in this council. Of the thirty group
members, a total of twenty-three sep8a*ate organizations falling under the
following seven categories was noted: two civic and service groups with
four representatives; three churches with four representatives; three P. T. A.'s
with four representatives; five schools with seven representatives; one
veteran’s group with one representative; two public agencies with two repre¬
sentatives; and seven private agencies with eight representatives. (See Tables
1 and 2, pages 62 and 63.)
The largest organizational group represented in this council was the
public agencies group followed by schools. There was no representation from
religious, student, business, political, labor or professional groups. In
spite of the instability of the area, there were permanent organizations under
each categorical group that have obtained membership in the council, e. g.
there was a concentration of churches in the area, yet only two were repre¬
sented.
Occupational representation.—-Of the thirty active members in Midwest,
occupational representation was as follows: six housewives, six social
workers, seven teachers, four clergymen, one health worker, one other pro¬
fessional person, two business people and three clerical or other workers.
No students were represented. (See Table 4, page 65.)
Of the total thirty members, fourteen lived in the area, and sixteen
lived outsidd. 'Twenty-one worked in the area, five of whom also lived there.




Orgsmlgatlonal repreaentatlon.~-Of the sixty-four aotiTe members in the
Near West Side Council fifty-seven-were official delegates and seven oame as
individual members* No persons came as group members* (See Table 3, page 64.)
Organizational repsresentatiou -was composed of thirty-seven different organiza¬
tions falling in five categories as followst one civic and service group with
one representative* one P* T* A* with two representatives; twelve schools
with fifteen representatives; eight public agencies with twelve representa¬
tives; and fifteen private agencies with twenty-seven representatives* No
churches, religious, student, business, political, labor or veteran’s groups
were represented* (See Tables 1 and 2, pages 62 and 63.)
Though this council had the largest ninnerioal- active membership, the
base of membership was exceedingly narrow* With a total of thirty-seven
different organizations distributed in five groupings, thirty-five were
oonoentrated in three groupings*
Occupational representation*—The occupational representation of the
sixty-four active members in the Near West Side Council was as follows;
three housewives, twenty-six social workers, fifteen teachers, three health
workers, five other professional workers, nine business people and three
clerical or other workers* There were no clergymen and no students repre¬
sented in the membership* (See Table 4, page 65*)
The largest representation by occupation was among social workers, with
teachers ranking second, followed by business people* Only nine of the
twenty-six social workers, one of the fifteen teachers and three of the nine
business people lived in the council area* These three groups represented
approximately four-fifths of the total membership* This would seem to
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indicate that efforts at involving local oitisens in the planning for this
area have not been too suooessful*
The 800io-economic oharaoteristios of the area, the low economic and
education levels and general diversities noted in the area would seem to
indicate that many problems would present themselves in implementing an
organization for a unified community*
Of the sixty-four active members, nineteen lived in the area and forty-
five lived outside* Sixty-one worked in the area, and sixteen lived and
worked there*
CHAPTER V
PARTICIPATION AS REVEALED IN THE MEMBER COUNCILS
This study was greatly limited because complete records which showed
participation in the councils studied were not available, and some of the
data were insufficient to show any meaningful indications. The most com¬
plete records were those showing attendance at general meetings, as was
indicated by this emphasis in the presentation of the findings of the study.
All of the councils did not hold the same number of general meetings;
one held four meetings, three held seven meetings, one held eight meetings
three held nine meetings and one held ten meetings.
A discussion of pai*tioipation as it related to attendance at general
meetings, (See Tables 4 and 5, pages 65 and 66 ) offices held, committee
persozmel and projects, all in relation to occupational identification
follows ..
Of the total 342 members in the nine councils, 18.7 per cent attended
between twenty and thirty per cent of the meetings; 18.1 per cent attended
between forty and fifty per cent of the meetings; 11.6 per cent attended
all of the meetings. (See Table 5, page 66.)
An aggregate total of 1,477 meetings were attended by the 342 members
in the nine councils for the period studied. Housewives attended a total
of 341 meetings, constituting the largest nximber of meetings attended by
an occupational group; business people attended 290 meetings; social workers
attended 215 meetings; and clerical or other workers attended 202 meetings.
(See Table 4, page 65.)
Average attendance for the total membership was 4.3 meetings. Clerical
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or other workers had the highest average attendance of 5.4 meetings, higher
than the total average; business people averaged 4.5 meetings, also slightly
higher than the total. Other professional workers and students followed with
a 4.3 average, identical with the total; housewives averaged 4.1 meetings,
slightly less than the total average. (See Table 4, page 65.)
Council Holding Four Ifeetings
The Hyde Park Council held four general meetings for the period covered
in the study. Of the thirty-three active members in this council, slightly
more than one third attended all of the meetings; one third attended between
fifty and sixty per cent of the meetings; somewhat less than one third
attended between seventy and eighty per cent of the meetings. (See Table 5,
page 66.)
The active membe^rs attended a total of 101 general meetings. The
occupational group attending the largest number of meetings was the teacher
group, with a total of twenty-four, followed by housewives with a total
attendance of twenty meetings; business people attended eighteen meetings.
(See Table 4, page 65.)
The average number of meetings attended by the total membership wm 3.3.
One clerical or other worker attended all of the meetings, other professional
workers averaged 3.7 meetings; teachers averaged 3.4 meetings; all of these
were higher than the total average for the council. Housewives attended an
average of 3.3, identical with the council average. (See Table 4, page, 65.)
Offices held, committee and project participation.—Officers in this
council were a housewife, a business person, a social worker, and an. other pro¬
fessional person and a clerical or other worker. Committee participation
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showed two housewives on four oonunittees, six "business people on nine com¬
mittees, three other professional workers on five committees, and three
teachers, two clergymen, one social worker and one clerical or other worker
on one committee each* This council listed seven active coinnlttees.
Four teachers, two housewives, two social workers and one "business person
were listed as having participated in pro;}ects. Four projects were listed.
Councils Holding Seven Meetings
Three councils held seven general meetings for this period; they were
Lower North, Lincoln Park and Midwest*
subtly less than one half of the sixteen active members in Lower
North, nearly half of the thirty active menibers in Midwest and just less them,
one third of the forty-three active members in Lincoln Park attended between
twenty and thirty per cent of the meetings* More than one third of the members
in Lincoln Park, one fifth in Midwest, and about one fifth in Lower North
attended between forty and fifty per cent of the meetings; an equal number in
Lower North attended all of the meetings* (See Table 5, page 66.)
Of the fifty-eight meetings attended by the sixteen members in Lower
North, and the nine-ty-seven meetings attended by the thirty members in Mid¬
west, the occupational group attending the most meetings was the social
worker group, attending twenty-eight meetings in Lower North (approximately
one half) and twenty-seven in Midwest. Clergymen attended ten meetings in
Lower North and teachers in Midwest attended twenty-four meetings* In
Lincoln Park, housewives attended fifty-two of the total 135 meetings;
students followed with a total attendance of twenty-one meetings. (See Table 4,
page 65.)
The average number of meetings attended in Lower North, Midwest and
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Lincoln Park respectively,wers 3.6, 3.2 and 3.1. Highest average attendance
in Lower North was 7.0 in the husiness group, followed hy 5.0 in the clergy¬
man group, both higher than the council average. Students showed the higjhest
average attendance of 3.5 in Lincoln Park, followed by teachers, social workers
end housewives who all averaged 3.2 meetings. All of these were higher than
the council average. In Midwest, social workers led with a 4.5 average
attendance} clergymen came second, as in Lower North, though here with an
/
average attendance of 4.0 meetings. (See Table 4, page 65.)
Offices held, committee and project pairbieipation.—In Lincoln Park, the
officer group was con^osed of three housewives, two social workers, and one
clerical or other worker. Participation on committees included fourteen
housewives active on a total of twenty-one committees, six students active
on eight committees} five social workers active on nine committees} two
business and one other professional worker on one conmittee each, and one
teacher, one clergyman, and one oleirioal or other worker on two committees
each. Four active committees were listed in this council.
The indicated participation in projects showed as participants nine
housewives, three teachers, one social worker, one other professional worker,
and one business person. Four projects wei*e listed for the period studied.
The officers in Lower North were one clergyman and two social workers.
Participation in committee work showed four social workers active on a total
of eight committees, one business person on two committees, and two clerical
or other workers and one clergyman on one committee each. Four active com¬
mittees were listed in this council.
Two social workers, one clergyman and one business peirson were shown as
having been active in council projects.
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In the Midvest Council officers included two social workers, one clergy-
man, one business person and one teacher* Conanittee participation showed
four social workers active on a total of six committees, four teachers active
on five committees, three clergymen on six committees, and one housewife and
one business person on one committee each* A total of four active committees
were listed in this council.
Four clergymen, five social workers, one housewife, one professional
person and one clerical or other worker were listed as having been active in
council projects. Four projects were listed.
Council Holding Eight Meetings
The Evergreen Park Council held eight meetings of its board of directors.
Of the twenty-one active members, one third attended between eighty and ninety
per cent of the meetings; slightly less than one fifth attended between
twenty and thirty per cent and the same nvonber 100 per cent of the meetings.
(See Table 5, page 66.)
The tweniy-one active members attended an aggregate total of 119 meet¬
ings. The occupational group attending the largest number was the business
group, showing a total attendance of forty-seven meetings, followed by house¬
wives who attended a total of thirty-eight meetings, (See Table 4, page 65.)
Average attendance for the council was 5*6 meetings, the second highest
in all of the nine councils discussed in this study* The occupational group
showing the highest average attendance was other professional workers, with
an average attendance of 7*5 meetings. The group having the next highest
average was the housewife group with an attendance of 6*3 meetings; business
people showed an average attendance of 5.8 meetings* All of these were
higher than the oovinoil average. (See Table 4, page 65.)
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Offloes held, eommlttee and project partloipatlon«—The officers in
this council included two other professional workers, one "business person
and one housewife* Information from this council did not include committee
participation except for chairmen, which included one other professional
worker, two housewives and two business persons* This council listed five
active comtiittees* Only the chest drive was listed under projects for this
council*
Councils Holding Nine Meetings
Nine general meetings were held during the period studied "by three of
the councils* Albany Park, All-Berwyn and Clearing.
In All-Berwyn, a little more than one fourth of the fifty-five members
attended all of the meetings, while in Albany Park, approximately the same
number attended between thirty and forty per cent of the meetings* Slightly
less than one fourth of the members in All-Bezwyn and Albaxy Park attended
between forty and fifty per cent of the meetings* Nearly one fourth of the
twenty-three members in the Clearing council attended between seventy and
eighty per cent of the meetings; and 17*4 per cent attended between thirty
and forty per cent of the meetings* (See Table 5, page 66.)
Of the total 356 meetings attended by the fifty-five members in All-
Berwyn, clerical or other workers attended 114 meetings, the occupational
group with the largest attendance; following were housewives who attended
ninety-four meetings* Of the 240 meetings in Albany Park attended by fifty-
seven members, housewives attended a total of eighty-eight meetings; business
people attended seventy-two* A total of 114 meetings were attended by the
twenty-three members of the Clearing Cotinoil* Showing the largest total
attendance was the clerical or other worker group attending forty-five
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meetings} students attended a total of twenty-two meetings* (See Table
page 65.)
The All-Berwyn Council had the highest average attendance at meetings
for the nine councils Included in this study, that of 6*4 meetings* Clear¬
ing had an average attendance of 4*9 meetings and Albany Park had an average
attendauaoe of 4*2 meetings* Clergymen in All-Bervryn shoved the highest
average attendance of 7*5 meetings; business people shoved an average attendance
of 7*3 meetings. In Albany Park, social vorkers shoved the highest average
attendance of 5*6 meetings, folloved by clerical or other vorkers vith an
average attendance of 5*0 meetings* In Clearing, clerical or other vorkers
shoved the highest average attendance of 5*6 meetings; students had an
average attendance of 5*5 meetings* (See Table 4, page 65.)
Offices held, committee and project participation*--Officers in Albany
Park included one housewife, one teacher, two business people, one social
worker and oxie clergyman* Committee participation shoved eight housewives
active on a total of eleven committees, two teachers on six committees, five
business people on seven ooranittees, three other professional vorkers on three
committees, one social worker, one clergyman, and one clerical or other worker
each served on one committee. Nine active conniittees were listed*
Project participation showed seven housewives, three business people,
two teachers, and one clerical or other worker as participants*
Officers in the All-Berwyn Council Included three housewives, one business
person, two clergymen, and one clerical or other worker. Committee partici¬
pation showed four housewives active on seven committees; eight business
people on thirteen committees; two clergymen on three oonmittees; two teachers
and one social worker on one committee each. Six active committees were
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listed.
Only six persons were shown to haye participated in projeotsi two
clergymen, two housewives and two clerical or other workers.
In the Clearing Council, officers included two clerical or other workers
and one professional worker. Committee participation showed three clerical
Cr other workers, one teacher and one other professional worker active on one
committee each. One housewife was active on two committees, Three active
committees were listed for this period.
Four housewives, two clerical or other workers, one student, one other
professional worker and one teacher were shown as project participants.
Council Holding Ten Meetings
The Hear West Side Council held ten general meetings for the period
studied. Of the sixty-four active members in this council, somewhat more than
one fourth attended between thirty and forty per cent of the meetings, and
somewhat less than one fourth attended between twenty and thirty per cent of
the meetings. In this council over sixty per cent of the total members
attended less than fifty per cent of the meetings, as was also true in the
Lower North, Midwest and Lincoln Park councils. (See Table 5, page 66.)
An aggregate total of 257 meetings was attended by the members j this was
less than the aggregate attendance in the All-Berwyn Council where a smaller
membership was found and one less general meeting was held. In the Near West
Side Council social workers attended 110 meetings, the largest number attended
by siny occupational group; teachers attended sixty-two meetings. (See Table 4,
page 65.)
The average number of meetings attended by the total membership was 4*0,
less than the aggregate average for the nine councils. The groups having the
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highest average attendance were clerical or other workers, and social workers
with average attendances of 5*0 and 4*2 meetings, respectively. These were
higher than the council average. (See Table 4, page 65.)
Offices held, committee and project participation.—Offices in the Hear
West Side Covmoil were held by two social workers, one business person and
one housewife. Participation in committee work showed the following distri*
bution* twelve social workers active on a total of twenty committees; seven
teachers on twelve committees; one housewife and one business person on two
committees each; and two other professional and two clerical or other workers
on one committee each. Six active committees were listed.
Listed as project participants were twelve social workers, eight teachers,
five business people, three health workers, two housewives, two clerical or
other workers and two other professional workers.
Democratic Participation
The underlying philosophy of the community organization process is that
of democratic participation; " ... ultimate control by the whole people;
the right of self-determination by the individual, the group and the community;
cooperation and siutual participation in the achievement of common goals.
This principle of democratic participation finds expression in the local
community council through involving all people who are concerned with com¬
munity problems and who reap benefits accruing from their solutions, in
cooperative planning and in the initiating of ooimaunity services. It has
been conceded that local people are more acutely aware of immediate
^Arthur Dunham, "The Community Organization Worker," Proceedings of the
National Conference of Social Work, 1948, New York, 1949, p. l7l.
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neighborhood and community needs than others, and the community coimcil must
draw its strength from those whose daily living is affected by everything in
the neighborhood.^
Con^lete and democratic participation is the major objective when com¬
munity councils are organized. This participation is not completely spon¬
taneous, however, and careful planning is required if the objective is to be
realized. **The growth of participation demands planning, and centralized
planning can be meaningful and effective only when it is based on local
m2
participation.
Summary .—In terms of the total average for the coxmcils, the general
average attendance seemed favorable. The All-Berwyn council, which held
nine general meetings had the highest numerical average attendance of 6.4
meetings. However, in relation to the total nmber of meetings held, the
Hyde Park Council which held only four general meetings had the highest
average attendance of 3.3 meetings.
In terms of the general average of 4.5 meetings, clerical or other
workers had the highest general average attendance of 5.4 meetings; business
people had the next highest average attendance of 4.5 meetings. Students
and other professional workers had an average attendance of 4.3 meetings,
the same as the general average. Of significance was the fact that though
more housewives were members of community councils than emy other occupation¬
al group, their average attendance of 4.1 meetings was lower than the general
average. Clergymen had the lowest average attendance of 3.8 meetings. (See
^Isabel P. Kennedy, op. clt., p. 2.
2
S. M. Miller, “Planning for Participation,” Journal of Social Issues,
Vol. V, Winter, 1949.
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Table 4, page 65.)
By oooupatlon* the total number of offices held was as follows; ten
housewives, ten social workers, seven business people, five clergymen, five
clerical or other workers and two teachers held offices. Health workers and
students held no offices.
Numerically, more housewives, thirty-three, participated on committees
than any other group, followed by twenty-seven social workers and twenty-six
business people. Clergymen had the highest average participation, however,
of 2.6; social workers had the next highest average of 1.6, and housewives
1.5. No health workere participated on committees.
Participation in projects was as follows; twenty-seven housewives,
twenty-two social workers, eighteen teachers, ten business people, eight
clerical or other workers, seven clergymen, four health workers and one
student.
The most consistently active groups were housewives, social workers and
business people; who wore in the upper bracket in numeral and average
participation as related to membership, attendance at meetings, offices held,
as well as committee and project participation.
t-
These facts of participation indicated by attendance, offices held^and
committee affiliation wore judged as evidence of democratic atten5>ts in
planning.
Generally, there was no expressed need for additional staff help. How¬
ever, this need was felt in the Clearing and Hyde Park Councils; also, the
executive secretary of the Near West Side Council felt the need for an added
staff person to direct the committee activities of the council since his time
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was largely oonsumed directing money-raising activities.
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study was undertaken for the purpose of examining membership
and participation in nine community councils in Metropolitan Chicago, which
were organized on a geographical basis to facilitate citizen participation
in social planning, and the Association of Comtmmity Councils, which was
organized to serre as a coordinating council of the member groups.
The conclusions drawn from this study were as follows*
1. Seven of the nine member councils were located in as many community
areas of Chicago, proper, and the remaining two were located in outlying
suburban areas which were a part of Metropolitem Chicago. The Association
of Community Councils seived as a coordinating body for the member councils
and knew no geographical boundaries. All of the councils were autonomous.
2. Socio-economic data showed that the areas served ranged in population
size from 3,500 to more than 135,000 representing various ethnic groups with
a very limited number of Negroes in any of the areas. The median education
attainment ranged from 7.5 to 12.2 grades in school. Five of the areas were
considered to be relatively stable and four had high instability in population
mobility. A brief history of the member councils and of the Association showed
their development.
3. The structural characteristics of eight of the member councils and
of the Association were similar. The Evergreen Park Council differed
structurally. It was similar in stiructure to a Chest and Council of Social
Agency operation. Lincoln Park was judged to be limited by its constitution
in terms of not providing for an executive committee. Midwest was judged
b5
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to have too involved an organization in that it was functioning with section
emd committee organization.
4. For the purpose of this study, the author arbitrarily defined member¬
ship as attendance at two council meetings. The combined active membership
of the member councils totaled 342. Near West Side had the largest number of
members, sixty-four, as contrasted to sixteen in Lower North.
5. Membership in the councils was considered primarily in relation to
organizational and occupational identification. The organizations found to
have representation weret civic and service, religious, student, business,
political, labor and veterans' groups; schools, P. T. A.'s, churches, public
and private social agencies. Occupational identity of members was designated
in the following categories: housewife, social worker, teacher, clergyman,
health worker, other professional worker, business, clerical or other worker,
and student.
6. A total of 213 member organizations was affiliated with the councils,
with forty-four in All-Ben»yn as compared to nine in Clearing. Nine types of
organizations in Lincoln Park represented the widest distribution, with the
smallest distribution being exact in three councils of varying size: Clear¬
ing,, Lower North and Near West Side, with five in each. Civic and Service
groups, private agencies and P. T. A.'s outnumbered other orgeinizational
groups. By individual affiliation, a similar distribution was noted.
7. Organizations not found in large numbers were religious, student,
business, labor, political or professional groups. Actually, some councils
had formal or informal policies concerning political group affiliation.
8. Sixty per cent of the total members were official delegates. How¬
ever, in Evergreen Park members were representative of various community
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interests though they came as individual members} in Lincoln Park, Lower
North and Midwest, the affiliation was loose, and the members came as
representatives of groups, but not officially delegated by them.9.Almost eighty per cent of the total members lived in the council
areas, though in the Lower North, Midwest and Near West Side councils, a
majority of the members did not live in the areas.
10. By occupation, the largest representations were among housewives,
business people, social workers and teachers.
11. Pazi;icipation as shown in aggregate attendance at meetings showed
housewives, business people, social workers and clerical or other workers
to have attended most meetings.
12. Aggregate average attendance showed clerical or other workers,
business people, students and other professional workers to have highest
averages, with housewives showing fifth in average attendance.
13. An analysis of offices held, committee and project participation by
occupation showed housewives, social workers, teachers and business people ^
to be most active.
14. Little training was given to officers and committee members.
15. Though council meetings were generally announced in local (area)
newspapers, little use was made of the metropolitan dailies except for
occasional special publicity; nor was wide use made of other publicity or
interpretive media.
16. This study was considerably limited by the lack of complete records,
particularly minutes of committee meetings and records of project partici¬
pation. However, from available information, it seemed that no conscious
effort was made to give every member some degree of responslbili-ty. Also,
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oonolusive information was lacking regarding racial and nationality identity
of council meoibers; the organisations which had become inactive and reasons
for same, as well as organizations which had been invited but had failed to
participate in the council* Available information seemed to indicate a
general apathy on the part of C atholio groups.
17* Finally, this study raised some questions in the author's mind con¬
cerning the application of Community Organization principles sind methods,
tod suggested need for more intensive training in and use of methods of
education for various education levels. Moreover, it seemed that particular
attention should be given to training officers and committee people for their
specific duties and responsibilities in the various councils. The study also
suggested the need for some type of continuous recording activities, the
records to be kept at a centralized location and used as evaluative material.
The question too was raised as to whether consideration should not be given
to the "grass roots" base of representation; namely, whether the most member¬
ships and committee and officer responsibilities should not be made more





Questions Used in Interview
name of Council
Interviewee Position
1. How many meetings did the council hold during the year 1949?
2* How mar^ projects did the council work on during the year?
3. 'What kinds of projects were they?
a* Recreation e. Traffic
h. Housing f. Juvenile Delinquency
0. Family g. Health
d* Educational h. Other
4. Which involved the greatest number of council members?
o •
b. d.
5* Yfhioh involved most community participation?
a* 0.
d.b.
6. YHiich organizations in the community has the council invited to join
which have not responded?
&♦ o •
b. d.
7. What methods did the council use for contacting them?
Letter Te lephone Vis it Other
8. What groups have recently become inactive?
a • d •
b • e •
f.0*
SI8.Tfhat reasons -were given?9.Are Council activities publicized in the newspapers?
Local Metropolitan
10. Tniat are media of publiei-ty used to promote community understanding?
a. b.








13. Did each council member have a specific responsibili-ty during the year?
14. Do you feel the need for additional stsiff help?
















































































































































































































































































































































ORGMIZATION IN COMMUNITY COUNCILS
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TABLE 3







Total 34S ‘ 207 81 ' 54
Albany Park 67 48 9
All-Berwyn 55 55
Clearing 23 15 1 7
Evergreen
Park 21 21
Hyde Park 33 26 2 5
Lincoln Park 43 5 34 4
Lower North 16 1 14 1
Midwest 30 m 30
Near West Side 64 57 7
♦ A group member came as being representative of a group
through his affiliation with it, but was not empowered
to act for it.





ELPRESENTATION OF MEMBERS BI OCCUPATION AND TOTAL t
AND AVEFOlGE ATTENDANCE AT COUNCIL MEETINGS ' - [ *.
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Total 342 1477 4.3 83 341 4.1 54 215 3.9
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183 4.0 18 70 3.8




- - 9 36 4.0 16 72 4.5 1 5 5.0 - -
■ '' r -3 14 4.6 2 8 4.0
All-Berwyn 55 356 6.4 16 94 5.8 1 5 5.0
- - 2 13 6.5 12 88 7.3 17 114 6.7 - - - 5
f
27 5.4 2 15 7.5





- - 1 8 8.0 4 10 2.5 8 45 5.6 4 22 5.5 v 8 4.0 - - -
Evergreen Park 21 119 5.6 6 38 6.3 -
-
.
- - 2 15 7.5 8 47 5.8 - - - - -
*c'- «
, "'2 11 5.5 3 8 2.6
Hyde Park 33 101 3.3 6 20 3.3 5 12 2.4
r \
- - 4 15 3.7 7 18 2.5 1 4 4.0 - - - U 7 24 3.4 3 8 2.6
Lincoln Park 43 135 3.1 16 52 3.2 5 16 3.2 r ■ -
- - 3 8 2.6 5 14 2.8 2 6 3.0 6 21 3.5 •
v; 2
fS;.. ‘
13 3.2 2 5 2.5
Lower North 16 58 3.6 3 6 2.0 8 28 3.5
- - - - - 1 7 7.0 2 7 3.5 - -
* ''i-t
- - 2 10 5.0
Midwest 30 97 3.2 6 12 2.0 6 27 4.5
*
3
4 4.0 1 2 2.0 2 6 3.0 3 6 2.0 - -
if,
r _■
I 7 24 3.4 4 16 4.0
Near West Side 64 257 4.0 3 10 3.3 26 110 4.2
■
; 12 4.0 5 20 4.0 9 28 3.1 3 15 5.0
- -
= 15 62 4.1 - - -
TABLE 6
PERCENTAGE OF ATTENDANCE AT COUNCIL MEETINGS
Total Percentage of Meetings Attended
Members 20-29 30-39 40-49 60-59 60-69 70-79 80 -89 90-99 100
Total 342 64 41 62 49 31 33 22 •1 40
4 Meetings
Hyde Park . 33 11 9 13
7 Meetings
Lower North 16 7 3 2 1 3
Lincoln Park 43 14 15 8 6 Ml
8 Meetings
Evergreen Park 21 4 2 2 2 7 4
9 Meetings
Albany Park 67 8 16 13 8 7 1 1 3
All-Berwyn 55 2 13 5 9 4 7 15
Clearing 23 3 4 3 3 3 5 2 9
10 Meetings
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